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Verdant Garden Anniversary 

                 
Stamps:  Verdant Garden, Beautiful Bouquet      Ink: Pear Pizzazz 
Cardstock:  Whisper White, Rococo Rose, Soft Seafoam, Verdant Garden Designer  
Accessories:  SNAIL, Stampin’ Dimensionals, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, Subtle 3-D folder, 
Pearl Basic Jewels, Stamparatus, Stamparatus Small Grid Paper, Take Your Pick Tool. Frosted 
Flower Embellishments 
Measurements:  
Rococo Rose card base: 8 ½” x 5 ½”, scored & folded at 4 ¼” 
Soft Seafoam layer: 4” x 5 ¼” – need two            Inside white layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾” 
Verdant Garden Designer for envelope flap: 2 ¼” x 5 ¾” 
Stamping tips:  
Using the Stamparatus, line up one Soft Seafoam layer with the markings on the Stamparatus Small 
Grid Paper. Hold in place with the Stamparatus Magnets. Ink greeting with Pear Pizzazz ink pad. 
Close the Stamparatus and press firmly over the stamp. Open the Stamparatus to check for clear ink 
impression. If needed, re-ink the stamp and repeat process until you are satisfied with the impression. 
Stamp vines in the lower right corner with Pear Pizzazz ink. 
Emboss both Soft Seafoam layers with the Subtle folder.  
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Adhere front layer to card with dimensionals in each corner. Adhere inside layer with SNAIL. 
Add three Frosted Flower embellishments to the vines using the Take Your Pick Tool. 
Add a tiny pearl to the center of each flower using the Take Your Pick Tool. 

 
Stamp vines in corners of the inside white layer with Pear Pizzazz ink. 
Stamp sentiment with Pear Pizzazz ink. 
Adhere layer inside card with SNAIL. 

 
To add DSP to the outside of the envelope flap, add a line of SNAIL all around the edges of the flap. 
Adhere the DSP piece to the flap, lining up the edge of the piece with the top fold of the flap. Press 
the DSP securely all around the edges, then trim the DSP to match the shape of the flap with 
scissors. Stamp front of envelope to match card if desired. 
 
  


